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INTRODUCTION

The recent advances of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) invites HCI researchers to explore how
to design for human-AI interaction [33]. Games are an ideal domain for studying and experimenting with how humans
interact with AI [37]. The investigation about how to exploit AI capabilities in games has a long-standing history [15].
AI technology in games has often manifested as a Conversational Interface (CI), also known as chatbot in the form of
Non-Playable Characters (NPC), which given a stimulus from a user or the game environment responds to that input
[30, 34]. Such CIs are based, for the most part, on simple Finite State Machine, allowing for decision making on the fly;
this is due to the high computational complexity of processing more realistic data (closer to reality) and the effort of
overcoming the uncanny valley of AI agents and CI behaviors [14]. Therefore, CIs can only respond to a clearly defined
stimulus, related to a given state, which makes them unsuitable for more generic interaction. This is even more evident
when considering conversation-based interaction with an NPC, where the user is commonly given explicit options
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to go through the states. An ideal NPC would be able to respond to a minimally conditioned set of inputs to give a
plausible response that knows the domain of the game, or its objectives.
The advancements of Deep Learning based approaches allows players to experience more complex and satisfying
interaction with NPCs [24]. However, there are many challenges regarding the AI design for humans-in-the loop
experiences [1, 2]. Currently, there are two main limitations for Deep Learning approaches that need to be "designed
around" to take advantage of the algorithms. Firstly, issues arise when NPCs need to be trained [26, 28], therefore it
would be best for CIs to be used without a significant re-training or, and most desirably, without additional training data.
Secondly, having NPCs with the awareness of the current game state and possibly the NPC’s personal memories, such
as through an episodic memory recall is desired; however, integration and retention of such information is still an open
question. For example, even for relatively simple Deep Learning Tasks, such as Natural Language Processing (NLP), an
agent is prone to forget earlier words during a long sentence (or paragraph)[31]. A possible solution to provide game
context and more general knowledge is to use a rich Knowledge Graph (KG) with this information [3]; however, the
automatic generation of KGs is still an open question in ML [32].
We "design around" these problems by studying games that can be plausible within the domain of the training data,
and therefore, not needing to retrain. In addition, we consider an alternative method of memory recall that acts as a
proxy to a given memory: an image about which the user can ask questions, known as Visual Question & Answering
(VQA) [11]. Our approach leans itself to traditional games such as ‘Guess Who’ or ‘Guess What’, where a player can
interrogate another player (or NPC) to find a given answer.
To study the interaction of AI through the proxy of VQA, we developed two prototype games (Amnesia in the Atlantic
& Fish Revolution), sharing a common theme (marine ecosystems) but differing in game interaction to explore the types
of questions and attitudes towards an AI. By using a Wizard of Oz (WOz) methodology incorporated with an online and
publicly available VQA algorithm (Sec. 3), we evaluate our two prototypes without the need of implementing the complete
game. This follows previous literature [7, 33] encouraging early prototype evaluations of AI-infused products to mitigate
limitations of the AI and human-AI interaction. Early evaluation also puts the focus on transparency, interpretability
and explainability. While literature on explainable AI is framed around making the decision understandable to humans,
we acknowledge a broader view including all aspects (input, output, performance, etc.) that make a model transparent
and understandable, as adopted by Liao et al. [20]. This exploratory study (Sec. 4) yielded preliminary results extracted
from interviews and discussions with our participants about the role of AI in play (Sec.5).
2

RELATED WORK

While the exploration of AI and games goes back a long time [15, 34], in this section, we focus in particular on the
investigation of conversational agents and VQA as a game design material.
2.1

Conversational Agents in Games

We consider conversational interfaces (CIs) applied in the context of Serious Games as it is closest to the two games
developed. Kowald et al. [18] have developed three interactive fiction games specially designed to explore the role of
CIs. Authors highlight that it is crucial to have a clear idea of who and what we are designing to ensure the quality of
the CIs and safeguard users’ expectations against CIs limitations. Göbl et al. [13] through a literature review of CIs
in Serious Games also expose that AI not meeting the users’ expectations is a recurrent limitation of CIs in games,
as they highlight that users who initially showed engagement with the CIs quickly would complain and give up if
their expectations are not met. Furthermore, the use of CIs in Serious Games is limited to what can be made with the
2
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available technical resources, budget, and of course, whether data-driven implementations can be built on sufficiently
large data sets [13]. Additionally, their findings from their analysis of 30 works (from a broad range of applications
domains) accentuate that social agents with faces or with non-verbal cues increase motivation and learning [13].
Previous work on the applications of CIs to Serious Games is relatively unexplored, with gaps in terms of design,
evaluation, and general guidelines. With our work, we contribute with the design of two game prototypes on marine
environmental conservation and expand the body of work in this field.
2.2

Visual Question and Answering in Games

The role of VQA in research has largely focused on Computer Vision and ML problems with little real-world application.
While approaches demonstrate the possibility of being able to answer complex questions requiring multiple steps of
inference, they are used for a specific purpose and are not treated as an oracle of information, as we aim to apply them.
Many algorithms exist for VQA exploiting learned fusion [17, 27, 36], factorization [6, 35] or a modular based decision
making [4, 16]. They all make it susceptible to the bias and limitations of the data on which they are trained. The data
for VQA approaches derives from the standard vision datasets[10, 21]. Several datasets (e.g., DAQUAR [22], VQA1.0 [5]
and Visual Genome [19]) have been proposed, each targeting a different problem encountered by VQA, or solving an
issue of a prior dataset. The VQA2.0 [12] proposed to overcome the bias of VQA1.0 [5] by having balanced questions, i.e.
if you ask a question that has the answer true, there should also be a combination that is false changing one attribute. An
alternative to the VQA task is Visual Dialog [8]; while we consider it may be more useful in games, it comes with more
specific training requirements and therefore domain constraints. Therefore, considering versatility and the absence of
training data on marine ecosystems, VQA2.0 [12] is a preferred approach.
Currently, there hasn’t been an attempt to directly integrate VQA into the game design. However, similarities can be
drawn by treating the VQA as an opponent (competitor role [37]). Sarvadevabhatla et al. [25] reformulated the task of
VQA where it had to guess the word in the game of Pictionary. Similarly, Vries et al. [9] proposed a dataset for the game
‘Guess What’. While these approaches provide interesting new challenges for ML, they require significant human effort
to train algorithms. Alternatively, we consider how to design the game to overcome the limitations of these approaches.
3

VISUAL QUESTION AND ANSWERING FOR AI-INFUSED GAMES

To explore different approaches on integrating VQA in games, we designed two different game scenarios infusing AI
as a game mechanic. While there are other ways of using VQA as game mechanic, the two games presented merely
represent two such uses to initialize the conversation on the mechanic. Over the next two sections, we describe the
narrative and the gameplay of Amnesia in the Atlantic (AmA) and Fish Revolution (FR). Both games are fundamentally
guessing games with similar UIs and visual styles; however, AmA is focused on marine life biodiversity awareness, and
FR is focused on bringing awareness towards marine environmental threats.
3.1 Amnesia in the Atlantic (AmA)
At the start of this game (see fig. 1), the player is secretly and randomly assigned to embody one of six local cetaceans’
species. This player’s character has lost its memory after being struck by a boat, and is left wandering the Atlantic; the
game goal is for the player to discover which marine species he is playing as. By navigating through a 3D underwater
environment representative of the ecosystem, the players have to uncover clues by interacting with a local marine species
(represented by the NPC CI). Through this interaction, the player learns about local marine biodiversity ecosystems.
The more the players interacts with the CI, the more information they obtain from the CIs, and can eventually guess
3
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Fig. 1. Interface Flow of Amnesia in the Atlantic

.
who they are. Successfully identifying the animal species, will unlock a 3D exploratory view of the animal. Unsuccessful
guesses will force the player to talk with more CIs (represented by different marine species) and try to guess again.
3.2

Fish Revolution (FR)

In the Fish Revolution game (see fig. 2), the player embodies an unknown species, part of a group of revolutionary
marine animals who decide to rebel against the humans who are contaminating their oceans. As a first step in the
revolution, the fishes needs the player’s help to discover the threats affecting their ecosystem. By navigating through a
3D underwater environment representative of the ecosystem, the player can encounter several local marine species
(represented by the NPC CI) each one affected by a different secret threat. For example, a turtle being threatened by
plastic pollution, a scabbard fish threatened by over-fishing, and a limpet is affected by ocean acidification. Each NPC is
suspicious of the threat but presents the player with several causes, represented in the UI with a set of blurred images,
which get progressively unblurred as the player interacts with the NPC. The player must identify the threat the NPC is
“thinking” about through conversation. Once the player identifies all threats affecting the underwater ecosystem, all
marine species come together with a set of practical tips and advice for humans on how to prevent further damages to
the ocean (delivered to the user as a 2D animation).
3.3

Infusing VQA into WOz prototypes of Amnesia in the Atlantic and Fish Revolution

To explore the AI in the game design space, both our games are designed to leverage Visual Question Answering
(VQA). In AmA, each NPC has a different image of the species the player is guessing about (the player does not have
access to this image); this image is provided to the VQA, and questions from the player are transmitted to it. In FR,
although four images are shown, the NPC only has knowledge of one; this image is provided to the VQA, and questions
from the player are transmitted to it. In both cases, VQA gives responses organized by a percentage of confidence. For
interpretability reasons [20], the NPC transmits the model’s confidence level in the format shown in fig. 3.
4

PILOT STUDY

To circumvent the difficulties of designing human-AI interaction, previous literature has suggested the use of rapid
prototyping to test out the experience of a model without sacrificing the benefits of low-fidelity testing [7, 33]. Two
4
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Fig. 2. Interface Flow of Fish Revolution

.

suggested approaches of rapid prototyping human-AI interaction are Wizard of Oz (WOz) systems (or rule-based
simulators) and interactive ML (iML) tools [33]. Interactive ML tools allow for a deeper understanding of AI’s intended
and unintended consequences but are time-consuming and costly to include in prototyping. Therefore, we follow an
innovative WOz approach by incorporating VQA as an interactive ML tool. This allows for the adoption of a wizard’s
behavior based on an algorithm (see fig. 3), maintaining a constrained interaction model [23], but also allowing for
testing a model behavior/limitations when a VQA not trained on the target domain fails.
For this purpose, we designed an exploratory pilot study with six participants, who tested both game prototypes in an
alternate order. Following guidelines from Steed et al. [29], convenience sampling was used due to pandemic restrictions
in recruiting. All participants had experience in HCI and games, but had no experience developing or applying AI
models. These sessions were conducted by two researchers. The first was responsible for steering the session: acting as
a facilitator, presenting the interface, the task, and encouraging think aloud. To elicit willingness to criticize a system
and avoid excluding participants with a lack of technical skills, we produced low-fidelity paper prototypes of both
games (based on previous interactive mockups designed in Figma1 . The second researcher, the Wizard, was playing the
role of a proxy between the VQA2 and the paper prototype, therefore transmitting the VQA responses to the participant.
All sessions were recorded and the audiovisual recordings were transcribed into text; this included a semi-structured
interview conducted at the end of the session, where the user tasks and questions asked were exploratory and were
worded as follows: 1) "How would you describe your experience using [prototype]?"; 2) "How would you describe your
experience talking to AI agents in [prototype]?"; 3) "What did you enjoy about [prototype]?"; 4) "What did you dislike
about [prototype]?"; 5) "Comparing prototypes, what was your approach to talking to the AI agent?"; 6) "Were there
any moments that you found surprising or frustrating?".
1 https://www.figma.com/
2 http://vqa.cloudcv.org/
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Fig. 3. Player-AI interaction in Amnesia in the Atlantic. Top) Based on an input image and question from the player, VQA responds
with confidence levels which are later transduced to the game in a text answer. Bottom) example of interaction

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We report the results from the qualitative analysis of the transcriptions of the study, grouped into two areas: 1) Players’
reactions to the AI driven interaction of VQA (Sec. 5.1); 2) Comparison of the two VQA-infused games (Sec. 5.2).
5.1

Players’ reactions to the AI driven interaction of VQA

We analyzed the response from players and found common themes grouped as follows:
- Frustration and defiance. Overall participants expressed frustration towards the inconsistent and unexpected answers
given by CI. Participants (P1, P2, P5) were expecting more reliable and useful answers from the CI. The lack of reliable
answers brought up defiance and then frustration towards the system, P2 “[laughing, but annoyed] Why do you really
need the AI?”. After an initial testing attitude (continuously asking questions out of the game scope) the player gave
up while voicing frustration, doubting the purpose of the AI in the game: P1 [being interviewed] “I think it was very
confusing because the answers didn’t really help me. [...] At one point I just got frustrated and I thought it was better to
try and guess.”. We posit that part of this frustration could relate to the fact that participants were oblivious of the need
of training data for the VQA to perform in a human-like manner. While the range of answers is vast at approximately
25, 000 unique answers, they are far from covering the space of all possible answers. Future game design could exploit
this outcome and design gameplay where accumulated frustration could lead to the player to embrace system defiant
choices and take alternative paths in the plot of the game.
- Uncertainty and Trust. CI confirming players hunches or introducing uncertainty, shifts the trusts dynamics. When the
CI would express partial certainty in their responses (due to phrasing as seen in fig. 3), the participants’ (P3, P5 and P6)
reactions brought up trust issues. A participant would continue to ask questions, hoping that the AI would confirm
their doubts. In the FR prototype, for example, P5 said that when the AI confirmed their speculations, the participant
6
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would trust the AI (P5 “Because it was logical. When I asked a question and expected that it would answer with [what I
was thinking of], it made sense.”), Interestingly, while in our experiment we opted for a VQA over Visual Dialogue to
give the AI the best opportunity with a larger training set, the independent line of questioning in this scenario seems to
have helped, whereby providing a memory of the line of questioning, as in Visual Dialogue, would lead to cumulative
probability for the response, as opposed to independence.
- Lying CI and participants disheartening. When the answers provided by the CI are unreliable, the players hypothesized
that the CI might be lying on purpose, P5 “I don’t know if he’s lying or not! Okay, I‘ll choose this one. I excluded it at
first, but...”. The lurking possibility that CI is lying somehow exhausted the player’s intention to ask more questions,
Researcher “You could have asked more questions.” P5 “I don’t know what else to ask, if [the AI] lies!”. Zhu et al.’s [37]
review of AI as play highlighted that AI can have several roles but that those shift in-game; in our case, the failure of
VQA lead the role of designer (e.g. making new content) to shift in the player’s mind to a role of opponent.
- Learning AI and players support. Aware of the CI role in the game, a participant (P1) expected that asking iterative
questions would lead the AI to provide different and eventually better, more accurate answers, P1 “When you [the
wizard] said [the CI] was uncertain at the beginning, [I thought] it would get my answers to try to give me the proper. . .
I thought it would need to have more answers to get to the right response.”. This reflects a common expectation of AI as
an adaptive model, rather than an offline probabilistic model [33].
General Reactions to the VQA. Participants were careful in regards to the questions they were asking. Although they
were not limited to a finite number of questions for the VQA, they were cautious about asking too many questions (P6
asked about how many questions were allowed; P2 jokingly wanted to get more points by not asking more questions;
P5 asked permission for asking more questions). Incongruity and uncertainty in the AI answers were annoying for
participants or perceived as a waste of time. P2 would rather have the AI admit that it didn’t know the answer, rather
than giving an uncertain answer. P3 reported preferring to ask closed questions (yes/no) to avoid uncertain answers.
These concerns reflect the way that our response algorithm was structured (see fig. 3), and that our future work should
explore the conversion between probability and natural language.
5.2

Comparing the two AI-infused games

We present a summary of the evaluation of both games and some preliminary remarks emerging from their comparison.
- Amnesia in the Atlantic. Players found the identity-centric goal of the game engaging, although P5 expressed difficulties
in understanding who they were playing as. Future work could address this issue by crafting an animation to explain the
context of the game. Moreover, despite not being experts in marine sciences, players retained some detailed information
about the species and their ecosystems (P1, P2). The existence of false positives (mistakes in identifying elements of the
image) are linked to our use of an improperly trained VQA. In a way, by using VQA, we are forcing a square peg, in a
round hole. For example, when P2 asked to describe their head, the CI responded “I think that it’s likely there is a hat,
but could also be a head” because its likely to be better trained to recognize that type of object rather than the fin of a
whale on the water surface. Furthermore, the images depicting the local marine species were not detailed enough for
players to be able to ask specific questions about the animals (e.g. questions about spots). Also, as is common practice
in Deep Learning, details would additionally be lost when resizing the image prior to input of the algorithm.
- Fish Revolution. This gameplay was appreciated because it made players feel like they were solving a problem (e.g. P5:
"it made me feel like a detective"). Players reported that the interaction with the game and the gameplay itself was
easier to understand and accomplish than AmA. However, the goal of the game was not well articulated through the
tasks the players were asked to perform during the gameplay. In particular, participants encountered difficulties in
7
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linking the goal of the CI interaction to the visual task they were asked to perform (observe the blurred images on the
screen and ask questions about the correct image to the VQA). P4 thought that although the blurred images appear at
the same time as the opportunity to ask questions about them, there was no visual connection between the images and
the action of asking questions about them. In future work, we plan to address this by introducing a UI element to the
NPC character (thought bubble with alternating blurred images) to clarify the link.
Moreover, participants were confused about the actions or objects depicted in the image (once unblurred) versus
the threat that those actions (or objects) represent for the marine ecosystem. For example, P4 considered fishing a
threatening action in regards to the ocean’s ecosystems. Nevertheless, only certain types of fishing are threatening to
the oceans, and that was not differentiated enough in the gameplay to be understood by the player. While this choice of
images was intentional to foment critical thinking, the images were not distinct enough between themselves to make
participants aware of this. Finally, participant (P4) understood the connection of the lesson with their local ecosystems.
- General remarks. In our experience, the combination of WOz and VQA as an iML, allowed us to understand the two
games in terms of user control, model conditions, and model explainability. Additionally, each approach informed the
other; having the FR prototype helped in understanding difficulties in interacting with prototype AmA and vice versa.
While motivation and enjoyment were found in both games approaches, they were praised for different things. AmA
players retained more scientific facts and information about the ecosystems compared to FR, while FR was recognized
for the exploratory or detective game structure and its intuitive game mechanics. Even if we are still at a preliminary
stage, the aesthetic dimension of both games was appreciated by participants and supported immersion in the game.
In these initial prototypes, difficulties in understanding the role of the CI were identified. This is mainly an issue of
explainability. AI-infused products need explainability to deal with user expectations and feedback. AI-infused games’
relation with explainability is more complex. As identified by Zhu et al. [37], some games use the lack of explainability
as a game mechanic itself; the player explores by testing the boundaries of the model. Other games choose to hide the
AI infusion, as to not break narrative immersion [37]. In our game, we need to find a balance in the visibility of the AI.
On one side, we want to hide its existence to make the NPCs natural and increase immersion in the game. On the other
side, our player-AI interaction needs explainability to manage the player’s expectations of how the NPC should behave.

6

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

By exploring the design space of AI as play, we have designed two prototypes and investigated the integration of VQA
into games to study how users ask questions and interrogate a CI. In this work in progress, we highlight the importance
of exploring these prototypes in an early design phase. While obvious solutions remain for retraining for the target
domain or incorporating a knowledge or memory model, we have also highlighted the importance of confidence within
the process to reduce users’ frustration. In addition, we propose future work on the role of game design elements such
as speech bubbles or attention to explain the AI (VQA) responses. By providing players with explainability that does not
compromise gameplay and immersion, we plan to explore how to increase trust and expectations management in CIs.
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